Collaboration Learning Theater

Julie A. Johnston – Acting Associate Vice President for Learning Technologies
A new space for learning: Innovation Hall's Collaboration Theater
Collaborative Theatre

Space Types and Qualities

Examples:

01 Personal Space
The fixed seats that swivel 360 degrees and face to the center of the classroom in the default position

02 Collaborative Space
The fixed swivel chairs resulting quadrants to support peer interaction and group work

03 Presentation Space
Teacher podium located in the center of the classroom with adjustable chair and swivel monitor. Wireless screen share software: Solstice. Curved LED walls

04 Intermission Space
Greenroom that allows to instructor access to main computer in the Collaboration Theatre remotely

Knowledge Processor
Social Dimension
Source of Stimulation
Process Enabler

where learners interact with each other to exchange viewpoints, to brainstorm, or to complete a project.

where learners perform deep activities in a state of distraction-free concentration

where learners and the instructor display and share visual information in text, image, or multimedia formats.
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01 Personal Space
where learners perform deep activities in a state of distraction-free concentration

02 Collaborative Space
where learners interact with each other to exchange viewpoints, to brainstorm, or to complete a project.

Knowledge Processor
Social Dimension
Source of Stimulation
Process Enabler

03 Presentation Space
where learners and the instructor display and share visual information in text, image, or multimedia formats.

04 Intermission Space
where the instructor prepares technology and resources before the class.
Collaborative Theatre
Space Types and Qualities

Examples:

01 Personal Space
- The fixed seats that swivel 360 degrees and face to the center of the classroom in the default position

02 Collaborative Space
- The fixed swivel chairs resulting quadrants to support peer interaction and group work
- Teacher podium located in the center of the classroom with adjustable chair and swivel monitor.
- Wireless screen share software: Solstice
- Curved LED walls

03 Presentation Space
- Knowledge Processor
- Social Dimension
- Source of Stimulation
- Process Enabler

04 Intermission Space
- Where the instructor prepares technology and resources before the class.

- Greenroom that allows to instructor access to main computer in the Collaboration Theatre remotely
Resources on Collaboration Learning Theater

FLEXSPACE RESOURCE PAGE - HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/IUCOLLABSPACE

EDUCAUSE BLOG - HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/IUCOLLABARTICLE

VIDEO TOUR - HTTPS://TINYURL.COM/VIDEOINNOVATIONHALL
Questions and Contact

Julie A. Johnston – Acting Associate Vice President for Learning Technologies

LinkedIn - @julieajohnston

Twitter - @johnstonjulie1